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Abstract: This article aims at utilization of retro-reflective Visible Light Communication (VLC) in
Internet of Things (IoT). VLC presents great potential in terms of possible communication bandwidth,
transmitter localization, spectral, power and spatial efficiency and more. In the article, the basic retro-
reflective communication itself is introduced and compared to common VLC and RFID systems. The
power balance is explained, with emphasis on crucial parameters of the link. The final part discusses
motivation for use of retro-reflective communication in IoT.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of networks of smart embedded devices. Those devices could
be either fully autonomous (sensors) or a part of more complicated systems. Its role on the market is
growing stronger, thanks to fast evolution and price drop of embedded devices. Gartner, the known
information technology research and advisory company, predicts that the IoT will include 26 billion
units installed by 2020 [7].

The purpose of IoT is to enable remote access to everyday devices to control them, to read their
identity, to harvest statistical or sensor data or to enable communication between each of them. The
trend is to connect as much devices as possible, to create global network of embedded devices, to
enable remote control above everything. An example - smart home: indoor and outdoor temperature
sensors and heating control connected to the network, allowing remote control and monitoring e.g. on
vacation. A fridge, automatically sending a message or even placing an order when some food runs
out, smart flowerpots and so on. Possible use cases of IoT are also in industry (e.g. smart storage),
automotive (e.g. smart traffic signs) and others.

The great expansion of LEDs caused that most of today’s light sources (indoor and outdoor lamps, car
lamps, torches etc.) are based on this technology, making them much more energy-efficient and well
suitable for modulation and information transfer. This assumption is utilized in VLC systems, e.g.
LiFi (Light Fidelity) [3],[4]. This article aims at point-to-multipoint optical wireless communication,
with passive retro-reflective transceiver.

2 RETRO-REFLECTORS

Optical retro-reflector (illustrated in Figure 1) is object or device which reflects incident beam back
to (and only to) the direction of the transmitter. The reflected beam should be parallel to the incident
one, the reflection should cause minimal directional deflection and loss. Retro-reflectors are utilized
in everyday devices around us, e.g. in form of safety reflective materials, for aiming or distance
measurement and for optical communication [1],[3].
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a) b)

Figure 1: Retro-reflector: common shapes. a) Corner-cube retro-reflector b) Spherical retro-
reflector (cat’s eye). The sphere is from material with higher refractive index.

3 RETROREFLECTIVE COMMUNICATION

This article introduces two transceiver types - an active transceiver, which is able either to transmit
and receive modulated optical beam, and a passive transceiver, which is able to receive modulated
optical beam and to reflect and modulate incident optical beam back to its origin.

The active transceiver is assumed to be a complex device, with source of light (LED) and a pho-
todetector. The data are being modulated onto the emitted light (optical carrier), the signal is then
detected on photodetectors of remote devices (passive transceivers). This data flow is called down-
link and works very similarly to LiFi [4]. The passive transceiver’s response is modulated onto the
incident optical carrier either by letting the incident beam to hit the retro-reflector and to bounce back
(logical “1”) or by masking the beam (logical “0”).

3.1 POWER BALANCE

In downlink, the transmitted beam travels by environment and suffers from path loss Lp. Lp introduces
losses caused by beam divergence which are dependent on the beam profile [6]. Those losses are
proportional to the second power of the distance between transmitter and receiver. On receiver, the
incident beam is also affected by receiving optical system (if present) and coupling to the photodiode.

In the uplink, the optical beam travels to the retro-reflector, gets reflected and travels the same way
back. It is thus travels twice as long distance than in the downlink and is twice affected by the
propagation loss Lp. The total propagation loss is thus proportional to the fourth power of the dis-
tance between the transmitter and the receiver. The uplink introduces retro-reflector losses Lrr, which
summarize attenuation caused by retro-reflector in “ON” state. They consist of mirror losses and
optionally insertion loss (translucence) of the shutter. The retro-reflector losses are often expressed
by retro-reflector efficiency, which is dependent on the retro-reflector construction. The efficiency
of corner cube retro-reflector is about 35% [5], caused by manufacturing imperfections and limited
reflectivity of the reflective layer.

The amount of received optical power at photodetectors of both transceivers is proportional to the
effective area of the photodetector Ae f f . The effective area of the photodetector is proportional to the
angle between the normal vector of the photodetector and the incident beam, ψ. The dependency can
be improved by use of optics (concentrator) in front of the photodetector, focusing the optical beam
to the photodetector [8]:

Ae f f =

(
ATs(ψ)g(ψ)cos(φ); 0� ψ�Ψc

0; ψ > Ψc
(1)

Ts(ψ) is the transmission function of the optical filter, g(ψ) is the gain of the concentrator, with half-
angle of operation (field of view, FOV) Ψc. The gain of the concentrator is dependent on refractive
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index of the material and its FOV. The narrower the FOV is, the more effective the concentrator will
be. Figure 2 shows the relative effective area of the photodetector as a function of incident beam
angle.
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Figure 2: Relative effective area of the photodetector as a function of angle between incident beam
and the normal of the photodetector surface.

To evaluate the power conditions of the link, the knowledge of the transmitted beam is essential. The
profile of the transmitted beam is often modeled with use of generalized Lambertian radiant intensity
Ro:

Ro =
m+1

2π
cos(φ)m (2)

The order m depends on the transmitter semi-angle φ1=2:

m =�
ln(2)

ln(cos(φ1=2))
(3)

The propagation loss of the single path can then be evaluated as following [8]:

Lp =

(
�10log( A

d2 Ro(φ)g(ψ)Ts(ψ)g(ψ)cos(ψ)); 0� ψ�Ψc

∞; ψ > Ψc
[dB] (4)

Figure 3 illustrates the simulation of path loss as a function of distance between the transmitter and the
receiver for incident angles of 0� and 30�. The downlink is modeled by Lambertian beam (divergence
of 60�), a photodetector with active surface of 5 mm2 and a glass hemispherical receiving optics with
refractive index n = 1;58. The path loss of uplink channel is a sum of path loss of downlink and
ascendant path loss with reflected beam with divergence of 15�.

3.2 PASSIVE TRANSCEIVER

Passive transceiver is on the remote part of this system. Its simplified block scheme is illustrated on
Figure 4.

The incident beam is processed in parallel both in the receiving and the transmitting circuit. The
sensitivity of the receiving circuit is not as crucial as for active transceiver since the incident beam
is of higher intensity. Since the device itself does not emit anything, its power consumption can
be very low, depending on the modulated retro-reflector (MRR) modulation principle and digital
processing front-end. By use of solar cells, the device can be even fully solar-powered. It is a matter
of compromise between device power and size.
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Figure 3: Path loss of the uplink and downlink channel for incident angle of 0� and 30�.
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Figure 4: Passive transceiver block scheme. Incident beam hits either the retro-reflector and the
photo detector. The receiving circuit is not symmetric and does not utilize any optical nor electrical
radiator.

4 RETROREFLECTIVE VLC IN IOT

Optical communication brings several ideas making IoT devices even more accessible. There are
many devices around us, which can be used as an active transceiver without any hardware modifica-
tion. Most nowadays smart phones contain a camera and a LED “flash”, these are thus great adepts
to take role of mobile active transceiver. In automotive, cars contain onboard camera to record the
traffic in case of an accident or to control the matrix beam system, headlamps are moving to LED
technology. This opens the door to VLC in car to car communication.

4.1 SECURITY

With control and sensor devices being connected to the global network, one is exposed the risk of
being attacked. By infiltrating the network, an attacker could either gain control e.g. over the home
automation or gather sensitive data and abuse them.

Since the visible light is well absorbed by opaque objects, its range is limited only to one room -
that one the light was originated in. For sniffing this communication, the attacker is able to listen the
downlink communication with visual contact with the active transceiver. In retro-reflective commu-
nication, the uplink channel is additionally narrowed, reducing the sniffable camera to narrow cone
around the connecting line between the two communicating devices.

4.2 LOCALIZATION

The active transceiver with matrix photodetection (camera) gains the ability to localize and distin-
guish opposite transmitters. This can extend augmented reality systems - just by opening the camera
application on the smart phone, user could be for example able to read the state of charging of laptop
by pointing the camera on it, WiFi access points can share their SSID etc.

5 CONCLUSION

This article introduces the retroreflective optical communication with its benefits and disadvantages
for IoT. Possible system design of retroreflective communication link for IoT is presented and dis-
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cussed. The power balance of retroreflective channel is described and simulated.

The retroreflective communication puts together spectral and spatial benefits of VLC communica-
tion and minimal power consumption of passive retroreflective transceivers. The power consumption
makes it suitable for simple autonomous metering devices and general IoT applications, with limited
communication range. This article shows, that the application is limited by critical angle of the retro-
reflector, not exceeding 45�. The FOV of optical receiving optics thus can be narrowed, leading to
higher power margin. The path loss of uplink limits the use of retro-reflective communication either
for short-range communication or communication with powerful optical sources (car headlamps).
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